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LaChone –
I plan on attending the June 7th meeting at 6:00 regarding the referenced amendments. What is the process for
accepting public comments prior to the meeting and making them available to others within the community?
Note I respectfully request that the comments I submitted to City Council on March 31, 2021 be included within the
public comment record. Additionally, it would be helpful if the public understood why these changes are being
proposed in the first place and what benefits will be achieved. On the flip side my correspondence highlights a number
likely adverse impacts (potentially serious) which should be addressed as well.
Please do not hesitate to contact me should you have any questions.
Regards,
Debbie Zomermaand
City of Tampa Resident

From: dzhome@tampabay.rr.com <dzhome@tampabay.rr.com>
Sent: Wednesday, March 31, 2021 6:31 PM
To: 'TampaCityCouncil' <TampaCityCouncil@tampagov.net>; 'City Councilman Guido Maniscalco'
<guido.maniscalco@tampagov.net>; 'Bill Carlson' <Bill.Carlson@tampagov.net>; 'John@johndingfelder.com'
<John@johndingfelder.com>
Cc: 'Janice Davis' <jdavis3360@gmail.com>; 'Bob Abberger' <rabberger@spprealestate.com>; 'Kathy Farzanegan'
<kcfarz@gmail.com>; abbye.feeley@tampagov.net; LaChone Dock <LaChone.Dock@tampagov.net>; 'Cate Wells'
<Cate.Wells@tampagov.net>; 'smichelini@msn.com' <smichelini@msn.com>; 'Jean ‐ PARALAW SERVICES'
<perrylegal@msn.com>; 'Stephanie P' <mrsstephaniepoynor@gmail.com>; 'smichelini@msn.com'
<smichelini@msn.com>
Subject: RE: FW: Presentation for the 3/25 Workshop ‐ Item #3
Dear Chairman Maniscalco and City Council Board Members,
I would like to personally thank you and the applicant for deferring Agenda item #3 this past Thursday. Due to the
deferral and out of respect for your time, I opted to not comment during the meeting.
Your actions will allow for meaningful discussion of items that have the potential to adversely impact our
communities. Although this communication only reflects my thoughts and opinions, it has been my experience that the
Davis Islands Civic Association (“DICA”) and island residents are NOT anti‐development, but expect that development
adhere to the City’s Land Development Code (“LDC”). LDC interpretations, variances, design exceptions, etc. have
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resulted in development of structures that are much more intensive from a massing perspective, than the established
character of the community.
Had the process included an opportunity to provide input prior to Thursday’s workshop, I would have addressed the
following points for consideration:









This language will likely be used to build larger units primarily within the single family
attached/townhome category. Recently constructed developments are often too intensive for the
surrounding environment creating issues with: trash collection, parking, visibility, relocation of outdoor
activities to roofs versus yards, etc. There are numerous safety and privacy issues to be vetted prior to
adopting any changes which will likely result in even greater massing.
The recently adopted change to the LDC building height definition, already provides an increase in
height – if the proposed language for Sec. 27‐156 is approved, RM‐24 zoning will be allowed even higher
structures than the recently revised code allows. This is a double height increase for this zoning
category.
Much of the proposed language will likely result in increased massing. Therefore, it is premature to
consider language revisions until the massing study requested by Councilman Dingfelder and approved
by City Council has been completed. Note passage of this language will increase development rights and
those will not be easy to take away, essentially limiting alternates which are presently available, to
address, suggested actions/recommendations, arising from the massing study. Additionally, all current
studies (city, county, transportation, resiliency, planning, etc.) need to be identified, to assure
compatibility and consistency across initiatives.
Upon review of the Overview – Text Amendment Request which included 9 items; I fully support with
Staff’s objections and believe deferral to the residents/business owners within the East Tampa Overlay
District and West Tampa Overlay District for items #8 & #9 is appropriate.
Concerns regarding the remaining four items:
o #1 Sec. 27‐162 – Yard between residential buildings; This language includes important direction
regarding the configuration of lots, basis for calculations, massing, etc. The language being
suggested for removal contains IMPORTANT direction which essentially creates greater yard
separation for higher buildings. Removal of this language will likely result in increased massing
and thereby erode the existing character of the City’s established neighborhoods.
o #3 Section 27‐290.3 Swimming Pools – Requests for increased pool height is an item that Davis
Islands Civic Association has opposed and is a contentions topic on Davis Islands. We actually
used this as an example for neighborhood associations to have standing thereby providing the
ability to file a Petition for Review. The language proposes that the pool deck and water be
measured from the finished floor versus finish grade. Say the finished floor is 4 ft + an
additional 12 inches (as allowed within the LDC) = 5ft pool deck. Fences are 6 ft. and pools must
be at least 5 ft. from the property line. In this case a 6 ft. fence provides 1 ft. of privacy for
adjacent property owners. Additionally, the proposed language fails to address protection so
people on the 5 ft. high deck don’t fall off. Further analysis needs to be conducted to determine
if there will be flooding impacts, potential issues if the pool is materially comprised due to
damage (i.e. falling tree which breaks the elevated pool structure) or neglect (do not forget the
huge code enforcement and health/safety problems created by pools which were located on
lots with abandoned/foreclose homes during previous real estate cycles), etc. This item should
be denied for privacy, safety, potentially flooding or other adverse impacts. (Please refer to the
attached article.)
o #5 Section 27‐156. Official Schedule of District Regulations ‐ Staff found that this request would
result in consistency for the current height requirement for single family residential uses. Note
the footnote pertains to a fairly intensive multifamily use allowing for 60 ft. in
height. Therefore the comparison to single family is not appropriate and the language should
remain unchanged as it is consistent with the other more intensive multifamily uses and
achieves a basic planning philosophy which addresses that buildings of greater bulk
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o

(excepting Central Business Districts and the like) should generally have greater separation from
other properties.
#6 27‐283.7 – Number of off‐street parking. The staff findings address the fact that this will be
problematic and the neighborhoods which will be impacted are most likely the ones already
facing issues. The passage of this will only make the problem worse and adversely impact
businesses in areas such as Howard Ave. since there will be less parking of patrons.

I am personally very grateful for all of your efforts to assure that balance and fairness exist in the process and I know
others share my gratitude. In my professional life, I have been active in the development matters since the 80’s, with
my Florida career dating back to 1993. I always try to provide fact based comments and recognize that many of the
these issues are very complicated and cannot be addressed within three (3) minutes of public comment. I would be
happy to speak with any of you should you have additional questions or concerns,
Most Sincerely,
Debbie Zomermaand
City of Tampa Resident and Business Owner
813‐250‐9356
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